
 

The ability to hear from Jesus in prophecy can make overcoming life’s problems so much more straightforward. 

Instead of fretting about the future, or wondering what to do about a certain difficult decision or relationship, or 

what daily choices should be made in your personal or public life...hearing from Jesus about these issues, even down 

to the smallest detail, and then waiting for His direction, takes the load off of you and places it squarely on His broad, 

strong shoulders.  

This booklet has some wonderful examples of someone, just like you, who takes time to share their life questions 

with Jesus, then writes down or records His answers.  

This issue of Prophecy bites is part one of a series of Prophecy Bites that Mystical Blogs will be uploading for your 

spiritual enlightenment.  
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New attractive prayer recipes 

(Jesus speaking: ) “Through prayer your burdens take flight” as the poem says. 

So spread your wings as often as a bird spreads its wings to fly. When does he need wings 

to fly? Always. So pray always and victories will keep buoying you up.  

What is prayer? Let Me talk you through the day, and teach you whatever you don’t yet 

understand. I will open your eyes to know mysteries that have been veiled until now. Let 

Me hear the hunger of your heart through the whisper of prayer for My help, answers, 

leading, and encouragement.  

The closer we are—the more you and I have our thoughts entwined, the more joy will be 

known in the realm beyond. You’ll be miles ahead, and many heartbeats closer than you 

would be if while on your Earthly journey you only prayed at certain designated times or as 

little as possible. 

If something is a chore, a “to do” and that’s all it is, there’s a good chance that it will be 

forgotten many a time and not a lot of effort will be put into it.  

It’s like the difference between cooking and eating only rice day after day because that’s 

the only thing you know how to cook, or learning how to make something tasty and fully 

nutritious.  

Rice again, anyone? –for the 578th time in a row?  

If that is how prayer feels to you, then learn some new recipes and discover some new in-

gredients. Put them together in new ways and with new temperatures too.  

Maybe you can talk with some others if they also feel less than enthusiastic when it’s time 

to serve  the plain boiled, unflavoured, watery, mushy, cold rice again, with no toppings or 

side dishes—oh, I mean when it’s time for prayer.  

Maybe together, you and your helpers in the Spiritual realm can recreate the prayer                  
session and give it a whole new look and feeling.  Best of all, the results, both on those you 
pray for and in your own life will be wonderfully noticeable because I’ll find it far more 
attractive too, and I get responsive when something attracts Me. Grab My attention! –And 
yours too, and the attention of others while you are at it.  
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Be close by fighting alongside of Me 

More from the “Seeds of David”:  The spirit of bravery 

Jesus speaking:  The fight is on, but that’s why you are on the team, to fight. If you want to 

be with Me, your Lord and Commander, then you’ll be fighting on--most of the day and 

possibly a good portion of the night as well. But that’s where I am. I am wherever the             

enemy is hurting My sheep. I am there in the thickest of the battle zones. I’m not taking a 

break.  

So you say, “Lord, help me be close to You.” 

 And I say, “Here’s a weapon; stick with Me. We’re going in for a victory.”  

Wanna be with Me? Then get fighting because that’s where I am.  

Oh, you wanted Me to come to you wherever you are and coo softly words like, “Rest now, 

victory will come; I will fight for you. Come now, and take your rest”.  I will say those 

words, those gentle and reassuring words to those who no longer can fight. They get to 

rest. They can’t do anything else.  But the able-bodied men and women, whose minds are 

keen, need to keep up, and we’ll be closer than we’ve ever been. Let’s go. 
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Ask for angels to sing the Word to you 

 *From my Guardian Angel:+ I just love you. I love being so near to you. I wanted to be with 
you your whole life long. The thought of you leaving to go down to Earth nearly made me 
cry. I just care so much about you. I hold you. I whisper to you. I allow hurts to happen that 
are for your good and will preserve you. Rest on me. We’ll get through this.  

Though it cost me a lot, and is still costing a lot, I’m here for you. You have not come 
alone—I have to see your every tear, feel your fears, your anger, your struggles, and hope 
and pray that through it all you will come back to the King’s throne in good working order, 
able to be of happy service.  

There are yet some bridges we must cross, but fear not. Let your escort team, let us all 
take you safely through.  

(I said: “I always cry when you speak or I think of you…”) 

In Angelic it means you love me, and I don’t mind. Water means love, in Heaven’s tunes. I 
would say words, but it’s more like singing here. There are more tones here than any 
earthly language has. That’s why translating things into English especially, is rather boxy. 
You can’t hear the tones and sense, especially when you read what has been written. 
When you get it fresh, you can hear it in your spirit. And if the Holy Spirit of God “sings” 
the Word to you as you read it, then you grasp more the full meaning. But if you just read 
words, black and white text, so much is missed. You have to listen for Heaven’s songs, the 
“mood music” of the living God to go along with it. 

You can ask for singing angels to sing the Word you are reading to you, so you can get 
more what it’s saying, for most of it was sung when it was being passed down from the 
courts of the Living God. 

So that’s why I don’t use words like this so often. It’s like a meaningful letter you receive, a 
little token to hold from me. But in my language it’s sung in multi-tones, and with rich   
harmony, on each word. Each word could have a harmony of sounds, and this itself gives 
the meaning. 

So, sing, darling, when you can. At least it’s a sample of the type of language I use. You’ll be 
“speaking my language” as you sing praises. Don’t expect lots of chat from me. But if you 
listen with your spirit, you’ll hear whole albums. Music can say a lot. And it is through   
singing that I pass on a message.  

Up now, the day is upon you. Grab your sword and fight. The serpent is slithering in.  

Dragon slayers unite.  
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Sormae, the Guide to the Light:  

The light is there, dear one, just look up. Why are the lights to the natural world “upward”? 

To remind you where you are to find it. Why are lighting bugs in a cave on the top, looking 

like stars in the sky? So even if you are deep in a dark cave, you can know where “up” is, as 

the light shows you.  

That’s what light does; it shows you where “upward” is, and thus you look in that direction. 

Not to yourself, not inward, not over to the side where the problems lay waiting to trap 

you and bring you down. No. Upward is where the light is; for only in Jesus is there light.  

Why are tall people older and wiser and smarter and stronger, when a little baby gazes 

upward to them? So you can know that God is bigger and wiser and you need to look up to 

see Him, not down into the grass and soil and mud. Look up to Jesus for the help you need; 

for the wisdom; and to know what is right and wrong, up and down.  

Why is there even such a thing as up and down in this world of gravity? So you can learn 

upward is good and strong and bright, and downward things fall and break and breakdown 

and are stepped on. If you look up, you’ll go up. If you look to Jesus to be your light and 

salvation, then you’ll fly into His arms when the day of your rapture and embrace is come.  

So look up and up you will go. Keep looking up and away from the dirt of the soiling issues 

of life. How do you do this? When a problem hits you, ask Jesus what His take on the 

matter is, and look above in praise.  

 

A Knight of Light speaking 

I love it when the light shines through you; when you are letting it in brilliantly and in full 
force. Praise gives you the keys to let the light in.  

Praise is a key to open the door to Heaven and to let it flood your soul and the place 
around you.  

Be fervent in your fight for light--that is to say, stay fervent in praising Jesus always and in 
all circumstances.  

Praise Him for what you like and what you do not like, then light—which is all the good 
things of the Father of Light—can flood into your soul. 
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Deep times of healing 

(Vision: Tenderly I see him by the river. Dressed in his long white garment that goes nearly 

to the ground, tied around the waist, and then goes out a bit. He’s quiet, tender hearted 

and will slowly bring me to the water for washing.)  

(Ambirose speaking: ) 

I am the angel of the morning, I wash and I heal. I bring healing. Tenderly I take off what is 

suppressing you, and I free you for deep times of healing.  

There is always light involved with healing. Son-light. There is joy. There is embracing. 

There is compassion.  

Though tears fall, so does the hurt peel off and newness of life enters. I don’t just bring 

tears, but light and joy and tranquillity.  

There has to be a rainbow or the job is not complete. And joy comes in the morning.  

Ambirose continues: 

I am now in the water. You see me wet, standing in the water, with my chest out of the 

water. I bid you to come.  

At first you come walking over the water and then into my arms you go. Here I bathe you. 

Here you become clean. 

Then I see that you are loved and amply dried; loved and cherished. For tears must needs 

dry before you can see your way clear enough to carry on. But how much faster you go 

now, as the weights and the sticky slime that hindered your steps are gone.  

Ambirose speaking:  

Just keep being refreshed with the waters of His mouth, for then you will have the stamina 

to fight on. We are all doing our best, and to do your best it’s a bit of a stretch, a forsaking, 

a laying down of yourself.  

I’m here to wash and cleanse you. You do need deep cleansing if you are to reach the 

heights. The muck has to go. Inside I wash with seeds of cleansing. I do a thorough job.  
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When you face these dark times 

(Jesus speaking: ) We are going into deeper night fall. That’s what deeper really means. 
Darker times; yet the light of your understanding shines all the brighter. More is noticed by 
you because the light is turned on. If it were just dusk, when all blends in a greyish hue, 
you can’t make out much, but you think you can see.  

So many accidents occur in this dim lighting, because “it’s not too dark, we don’t really 
need a light just yet; we’re fine” and then wham the fall comes.  

So it’s good when it does get darker—for those with trimmed and working lamps—
because that is when they turn them on, as they enter the darker night scene.  

Fear not the testings, the trials, that is to say, “Let them not control you.”  

It’s good to know what terms really mean. “To Fear” means to be in subjection to; and to 
have your actions dictated by it. 

So fear not, only believe.  

What does believe mean? To take in. To take in the water of life. A constant outpour of My 
Spirit being taken in to yours.  

See, it’s easy, when said in a new way—one you can understand. 

Only be led by My Spirit. Flow with My spirit. Deny that which wrongly tries to control you. 

So that is what you do when you face these dark times, you fear not. You aren’t controlled 
by feelings and fearings and any other sorts of “ings” (things, rings, strings). 

Just take Me in. I am spirit. Take My Spirit in, and let Me direct you.  

* 

There will be bridges to cross and new challenges to wade through, but fear not. Do what? 
Let My Spirit control, and nothing and nobody else. 
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Pick yourself up again and keep riding 

 

More from the “Seeds of David”: Spirit of resilience.  

 

Resilience is when you pick yourself up again, get back on your horse and just keep riding. 

You don’t even have to know the exact destination or where your personal ride will end, or 

how late it will be when you make it there. But you do need to keep riding, or one thing is 

sure, your journey will end the moment you stop moving forward in the direction you are 

to go. If you just sit there, offended that something evil befell you, then that’s the end of 

the road for you—until you do what? Pick yourself up again, and get riding once more.  

So how to you “pick yourself up”? By receiving healing from Heaven. And how do you “get 

riding once more”? You find out just what the next step to take is. What is the next move? 

How can you fix the problem that has erupted; or find out what is God’s will for you right 

now? What little thing are you to do?  

It doesn’t matter if you made a mess of the last thing you tried. When you call on the   

power of God to give you resilience, you just keep going, bumps and all, and for the most 

part it’s “as they went they were healed” sort of thing.  

Sometimes you are to have a longer time of deeper healing of heart and mind and body, 

but other times you get a quick fix from Heaven and a point of God’s finger showing where 

the path is, and on you go.  

Keys of resilience can keep you going no matter what has befallen you in the past.  
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We fit together in love and unity 

(Special spirit helper: ) I’ve come to you from the East that you may be one with our Lord 
and maker. Fear not the unknown future, but draw near and close into my arms. I love    
being one with you, for so I have been fashioned. I have been made in such a way to fit 
nicely with your spirit. There are no “sparks that fly” with harsh misunderstandings. There 
are no cold shoulders between us. We can fit together in love and in unity. I with you and 
you with us. Together we are a team. I love you with an abundant love, and together we 
will be.  

You can be married to us all, you know? It’s not a one man show, but a team of escorts. 
Marry means hitched, joined, in a team, “fit for each other”, survival teamwork, supplying 
what each one needs. When a team is united by our Lord, they are in essence married. 
They are to work in teamwork, to supply each other’s need for friendship and for love, and 
to submit one to another, yielding in love; they are to communicate and to reproduce—
that is to bear fruit unto God. –New souls committed to His loving team. 

Be one with us, be on our team, and let us love you each in our own special ways; and help 
you too, each in our own unique ways.  

Sometimes there are differences in opinions or ways to go about things, and sometimes 
there are hurts to be resolved. But in the end, really good loving occurs and we are the 
stronger for it. His love prevails, and we win you, and along with you whoever you help to 
bring in to the Father with the net you draw.  

Stay down, out of sight, stay quiet, like us. See how much you are like us? What are the 
real differences? You have different skills and abilities, just like others there in the 
“seeable” realm have different talents and abilities. And so do we. Our abilities might be 
more powerful or awesome in some ways to yours, but still, we each are simply created; all 
need to yield, and each one just uses the talents they are given from the Father of Light to 
do whatever each one is called on to do. 

You could be called instantly to be here in this realm, given new abilities and skills and be 
fighting on this side of the veil. But you are called to be there. It’s not that we are light 
years away in differences. We just all love Jesus, serve Him, obey when He calls, and use 
the empowerment given for the job—which is simply the way He gives us to channel His 
power. Each of us have different ways to channel His power, like colours of light; each of us 
has a different “colour” and way the Lord’s power is to come through in our hands as we 
each work for Him. 

You don’t need to look at us as some kinds of “gods” able to do anything and everything. 
We are all just creation beings, like you, and humbly fulfil the Lord’s Will, day or night,            
according to the need. And we all really need His power to enable us to do anything at all. 
For without Jesus, we too, can do nothing. And the closer we all are to Jesus, the more we 
get done; the more victories are won. 
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To be truly correct move with God 

 

More from the “Seeds of David”: Grace and Love  

 

When you aren’t hung up on being “oh so right”--that is right according to some book or 

standards of this world-- then you are finally free to love, really love at last. You’ll discover 

that God gives the grace, the mercy, the allowance for new ways to show His love. He loves 

all men and wants to reach out to them in all the ways He can. God is the only right one, 

who is truly right on, on-the-button, correct every time, and you need to move with Him if 

you want to be truly correct.  

Look at the example that the Bible, as a whole, shows. Rules changed, but God’s plan was 

always to bring all into a close relationship with Him. Ways and means changed. What was 

right for one was a no-no for someone else. Why? Because it would turn them away from 

knowing the God of love.  

Swift and firm judgement was given to some, while mercy, forgiveness and a new chance 

to right things was given to others. God knew what would be right in the situation, and set 

the right example for those around. Ultimately, it was all for being allowed the freedom to 

show people His love. Sometimes it took a round-about way to get there, but eventually 

they got the point, or are still, to this day, trying to see the picture of a loving God in the 

tapestry of Bible stories,. 

So, can you, in all you do, remember that it’s love  and not the laws of man--or rehashed 

old laws of God for some other situation--that will truly “bring all men” to Jesus? And this 

doesn’t just mean the lost somewhere out there, but your very own family members.  
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Wildly willing and riding hard 

Jesus speaking:  My child. I know it’s wild to talk about things you’d rather ignore, but this 

is true married life. Be open to any wild thing I may ask you to do.  

I won’t ask you to do or partake of what is not going to bring good fruit in the end. But the 

wild openness you feel is very refreshing. You really would do anything for Me if I asked it 

of you. Not that I will, but nothing held back makes you a multipurpose tool that I can use 

again and again, this way and that way.  

If you hold back, then the serpent can lure.  

Be open. That’s all that I’m asking. 

I just need someone who does what I need, when I need it. You won’t know that unless 

you ride Me very hard, fast, long and passionately; for only those in My secret place get to 

hear My secret plans. You have to listen frequently, as daily as possible, to get the battle 

plan tactics for that day’s round of battles.  

***  

Jesus speaking:  I’m liking this closer walk. You desire My Words that set the tone and            

direct your day’s pattern, even your battles. You know you are engaging in battle when you 

listen to the Captain of the army. So, thanks for coming in closer and having more of your 

life available for use by the team.  
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The three-letter word 

 

More from the “Seeds of David”: Tranquillity  

 

 (Jesus speaking: ) Tranquillity is the peace God sends when you stop fighting whatever it is 
that He’s doing with you, and you just yield and say “yes”. Then the peace comes, and you 
gain faith for whatever trying circumstances you may be in.  

So if something is really hard for you, and you just can’t get that peace of mind that you so 
long to have—that it seems others with the even more challenging circumstances they 
seem to have, yet peace eludes you—try using that three-letter word: Yes. 

You keep trying so hard to have peace through hoping things will change. But what if they 
don’t? Is it My will that you linger in turmoil on and on? No. I say, “Peace be still”. I don’t 
say, “Boat be gone to calmer waters.” 

If it’s not My time yet for your surroundings to change--your reason for feeling unrest and 
turmoil within your soul--then ask Me to give you the peace that passes your carnal mind’s 
understanding. The carnal mind wants things to be right, and most of all right and perfectly 
suited to the person it’s a part of; not necessarily right for all, or even what is best for    
winning a certain battle.  

The carnal mind doesn’t really see things clearly in the spirit. It doesn’t see how a trial or 
problem might be good, and allowed by the Team Captain overseeing that part of the 
battle scene. It just looks in a catalogue of “Good things that I should have” and sees one 
photo after the next of beautiful, peaceful, perfect scenery, like tranquil lakes with               
stunning backdrops.  

Yet, even when the lake isn’t tranquil, and the sky is rather stormy, still you can know a 
taste of Heavenly peace when you yield and say, “Lord, You do all things right. Even this 
storm and these waves are for a good purpose. Let me hold on tighter to You through this 
time of upheaval and choppy waters.” 

To say yes, you have to have faith that I know how much you can take, and have faith that 
yes, I even do things that are rather uncomfortable for you.  But it’s out of love, much like 
you do for your children. Is there anything you do that they don’t particularly enjoy, but is 
part of your job as a parent to do and brings the results you must achieve? In other words, 
you do it because you love and you care about your children, and you have a duty to see 
that certain things are taken care of. And so is it with Me. 

Praising in faith, even when you don’t understand why things are the way they are, is a real 
key to gaining inner peace. This peace shows up in the tranquil nature you display. This is a 
winning tactic, and will cause others to come to Me, because they’ll want what you have.  
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Seeds of faith 

Stephen Faith  

Today will be a bit of a test as well, for it’s not by might or power you can succeed. No 

matter how strong you want to be or think that you are, you can’t make mountains budge. 

There is only one way to do that—through taking in a seed of faith and letting it become 

part of you.  

Remember the mustard seed that grew into a tree, in that parable? It’s not just about             

having a seed, but more like getting that seed and placing it inside of you and watering it 

so it can grow. That is when you can say to the mountains of obstacles to be removed.  

Did you take in the seed? Did you drink it in? A seed of faith is a bit of God’s Word planted 

inside of you. Let the seed sower sow seeds in you, and then mount up with faith to do 

whatever He’s calling you to do.  

*** 

Spirit helper speaking:  I see that you are worried about your stability when you get those 

waves of inner turmoil. You wonder how you’ll keep making it. You so crave to have a 

touch of Heaven right with you. Your Husband knows just how far to take you, and when 

to pull back and give you a break.  

He knows when to push and when to rest; when to make you pour out, and when to pour 

back into you again. And it won’t always be comfortable, and it certainly won’t be                    

according to your wishes or whims. But we are here with you and you can always have a                  

breather, even in the hottest of trials, for that’s why Jesus has given us to you. --To meld 

with you and to keep you going, no matter what. We are always up for a bit of fun when 

the time warrants it. Or we are good for a number of ways and means that will help to      

sustain you. 
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Cut the strings of stuff 

(Jesus speaking :) The boat is in gear and turning into the main part of the flowing, running 

river. We are moving swiftly forward, partly because the hour is right, and partly because 

you are more willing now than ever. 

So keep cutting the strings that have attachments down into the water that give a bit of 

drag. Keep cutting loose so we can zoom to our destination before night falls.  

(Q: What strings?) 

The string of stuff.  

What did sailors do in storms to keep afloat and not drown? Let the stuff go. 

“Regard not your stuff.” (Was said to Jacob and his team as they travelled to save their 

lives in time of famine.) 

**  

(Jesus speaking :) The place I come into best is in your mind. I can’t love you with so much 

clutter. Your mind really does get cluttered with physical things around, to jog this or that 

memory. But open up to Me in purity and love, as you push aside all else. 

There is more that I will require of you, for this is only the beginning.  

It is the season of forsaking.  

I will hold you as carefully as a chemist mixes this and that, and holds vials that he wishes 

not to drop, as I complete the work in you. 
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As your youth unfold  

(Spirit helper speaking: ) Oh, how beautifully it unfolds, this flower of their life. One petal 

at a time, it opens up to reveal the lovely creation it is. You watered them with your tears, 

prayers, words, loving and nurturing. Now is the time it opens and others see what has 

been growing all this time.  

The colouring of the flower came from your heart. The shape of the petals, from the           

experiences they had. The length of the stem, from the choices they made to do this or 

that. And what is in the center of this unfolding flower? You don’t really know yet. It’s still 

unfolding. 

*** 

3-MAR-2021  

(Spirit helper speaking :) You can’t always predict where they will take the flame of light 

that you have entrusted into their hands; the flame being the truth that you have given to 

them. Sometimes it seems they veer off the pathway so far, and you can hardly see the 

flame they carry; so much so that you wonder if they still have a light at all guiding them. 

But you’ve done your part, and now you can trust the One who is overseeing the full game 

and knows where all the players are; to keep watch and to bring them around to the best 

place they are to be in. 
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Faith to obey 

(Jesus speaking: ) The more you obey, the more power you do get. So what power did you 

get from obeying in this test? For a test is all it was. … It was a test of faith. A test of             

obedience. It was one and the same. You do need faith to obey, and when you obey you 

get faith to ask Me to do big and awesome things, because you are up to date doing what I 

asked of you.  

So, more power can be given. 

You’ll have the power to discern the minds of men. You’ll be able to see if their hearts 

might be open to a witness or if they are as swine and no pearls are to be thrown their way 

or it will be to your harm.  

No longer is it “to all the world” sweeping through witness, but “they that be wise shall 

shine” and “take heed that no man deceive you” and “watch and pray”.  

How will this be manifested? - through your helpers speaking a word to you. This goes 

hand in hand with listening closely to their instructions.  

You fought in the best way you knew how; and they fought and are still fighting off the 

hordes that say they lay claim to this prey… But you stood for what was right for as long as 

possible, and then when you were forced to be bound, like the Hebrews, thrown to the 

fire; then I made it not have power over you. …  

There was more damage done than you know. You should have seen the carnage in the 

unseeable realm. Dragons were slain, wicked ones were left wounded, so much damage 

done in that place. It was thick with demons of destruction and ill health. But when you 

left, it was like a deserted battle field with slain and spiritually bleeding.  

You did lots of damage, and that was good for My cause.  
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Times of healing with His Words 

Jesus speaking:  I know you are trying to be brave. You so want to please Me, you’ll do    

anything for Me. And you don’t want to be weak and fail.  

Hey, it’s time for a visit to the doctor. Come on, let down your tough armour. There’s a 

heart that’s bleeding in there. You’d so love to have someone to talk to about it, but there 

is none. 

I take off My doctor’s robe and pour ointment all over My body. The way it gets on you is 

by Me rubbing it all over you while we embrace. A little tenderness needs to get in. And I 

know just how to do it. It’s okay to cry. You don’t have to be so hardened. It’s not like 

you’ll fail the test if you weep a little, just from the shock and trauma of it. I know you are 

having faith, and love and obedience. You love Me too much to let this little thing move 

you.  

But I know it’s something that is actually a very real and big cost for you. Just the sheer risk 

of what it might mean to you was putting your all on the altar, and you still don’t know 

what will become of it.  

(The healing words then were in file: 15-MAR-2021_beyond predictable to the enemy) 

 

Jesus speaking : I see your tears. Keep leaning harder into Me, for in Me You have wealth 

and wellbeing. Lean far into Me. Put away disputation, mental conversing of this or that 

“rightness” that you wish to say. I’m eager to talk and what I have to say is what actually 

matters, for in listening to what My fresh Word says actually make this or that happen. So 

sit down now with pen in hand and eager lips, and draw the Words out. I love it when you 

do. 
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Zealous ‘n’ Zesty 

Zealous ‘n’ Zesty: I give you faith to try things seemingly impossible. I go the distance no 

matter what the cost. Why do you lie down time and again, surrendering your all to King 

Jesus and whatever ill or troubles might come to you in your battles for Him? –When 

you’ve just come through one tough time and are enjoying a bit of a rest and some peace? 

And then after submitting, a new round of battles occur. What, on earth, would make you 

seek the peace of the Saviour and not just your own? 

I am zealous and strong, and I don’t give in to little things that try to buffet me. Together 

we do the job, and do it right, and go at it again if it wasn’t done properly and the enemy 

got in in some way. We don’t take no for an answer when Jesus says yes. We say yes, no 

matter what it costs us.  

Zest? The zest of lemon is the strong tasting oil in the peel. What a great flavour it can give, 

but it’s bitter and strong. So when tough times come, we just make lemon slice and           

lemonade and make those life lemons--those sour things--into something good. And we 

don’t give up until good has come. We milk each experience for the good and make sure 

we fight to bring it about. It’s always going to be a fight. We don’t let the enemy have the 

last swing, but we get the last say and last laugh. We make each thing end on joy. –Just like 

Jesus does with the world, we do this with the smaller situations of life.  

“All things work together for good to them that love God.” And it does take teamwork; us 

working together to bring the good. And why? Because we love Jesus. We love God. We 

are zealous and impassionate about it, and keep at it no matter what. 
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Beyond predictable to the enemy 

 (Jesus speaking: ) I ask you to do really hard things for the purpose of working on the art of 
surrendering, and fast obedience. In the times past I could have worked you over, bringing 
your will and mind over to the side of wanting something I wanted you to do. But it’s not 
like that now. It’s a battle tactic.  

The enemy thinks he can predict your moods and reactions by what you think is right or 
wrong. But now with that out of the way, where it’s not about right or wrong, black or 
white, but only fast orders given and swift obedience expected, this changes the ball game 
altogether. You become totally at My mercy and discretion, and beyond predictable to the 
enemy. It leaves him clueless what you and I together might pull next. He thinks he has you 
in a nice little package all sewn up. All he has to do is quote a “relevant” Bible passage,   
relevant to his scheme and hopes you get bound by it.  

But you are no longer being bound by this or that rule or agenda, but acting on the fresh 
alive Word of God as it is being poured out. And if you move fast enough, without a lot of 
delay just wishing I wouldn’t be asking certain things of you, then you’ll leave old Satan in 
the dust, coughing in the dust cloud by your fast running feet going in a whole new direc-
tion than he and his troops were anticipating.  

So do you know what I’m going to ask of you next? No, you don’t. Are you to obey it no 
matter what “moral” it seems to go against, your personal “keep myself righteous” rules? 
Well, if you want to out run the opponent you best be quick. And just because I ask             
something of you today, doesn’t mean it’s the new “mode of conduct” for the rest of your 
time on Earth. Got that? Just because I ask you to do something doesn’t make it “right”; 
any righter than it was for the old prophet to ask the young prophet to dine, lying to him to 
see if he would give in to false prophecy because it satisfied his belly and need for rest.  

Of course it was a wrong move for someone to get people to disobey the Word of the 
Lord, and it was a very very hard thing that he had to do. But it was what I had happen, to 
teach a strong lesson to the people. The young prophet didn’t just tell the Word of the 
Lord, but through a very dramatic play, that ended up with him dying in a real way, he 
passed on a clear message to all. It was a story he was showing with his very life, of what 
not to do—not to disobey the Lord. 

But just because that tactic was used doesn’t mean everyone should go around saying false 
things, right? So just because you had to ____ doesn’t mean in any means that I approve of 
it happening worldwide. It was just a “leave him in the dust” devil fighting tactic. He 
thought he could snare you on that one, but nope, you had faith that I could keep you, and 
you slipped right out of the snare, and you are still flying.  

It’s not about right and wrong anymore, because it’s not so in the world, and our tactics 
must and have changed. 
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Steps of obedience equal true progress 

(Jesus speaking: ) Treasure, you are a box of treasures. What do you want in your box of 
goodness gathered from your life? Just clay and stubble? Are these things of worth? These 
are abundant and easy to gather. No, I think you want rich treasure such as comes only 
from afar, from going the distance—as the Queen of the South went the distance to gather 
the wisdom from the King. And it cost her much, for she brought much from her land;        
supplies she gave freely in honour and respect to the king. An exchange of gifts it ended up 
being. 

Take the long walk through the desert lands to gather that which is rare and lovely, though 
it cost you much to get it. The treasure in the box of your life will be a rich and lovely one, 
worth far more than gold.  

What steps have you taken for Me today? In what have you yielded, said yes to? Only 
steps of obedience equal true progress. And it’s the steps one after the other that take you 
a distance. This is your journey, walking on and on in steps of faithful obedience. Unless 
you are obeying, you aren’t traveling. Keep at it, and the treasure will be given to you.  

It’s not about the condition you show up in My arms, how weary, dirty, unvarnished you 
are, and seemingly unloved or a cast out with ripped rags for coverings. All that will be  
replaced and washed and restored. But did you get the treasures you were meant to get? 
Or is your box rather empty, while your shoes are still looking a bit too shiny from lack of 
use? I don’t want to see shiny shoes—someone who has had a comfortable life because 
they “preached not the gospel”. What did you bring home? Who did you bring? What    
lessons did you gather from your experience that can improve your station and useability 
in the next grade level? 

Don’t show up a popper with a nicely cut hairdo and fine new coat—a good image in the 
world of men.  

Did you learn what I had for you, or did you throw away your time on things that really 
won’t matter? Or rather they WILL matter, and it will cost you if you spent time and pride 
on holding on to things that make you show up with a mostly empty box of treasures. 

Did you listen to My voice today? Did you listen to a clue of where to find a goodie that I 
hid just for you, so you would find it? 

The things I give you from Heaven are the riches. I don’t just hand them to you, but make 
you do some asking, seeking and knocking. And a bit of learning as well. A bit of journeying 
to get them—journeying through life and experience things that make you see how very 
much you do need Me. This makes you hungry for more treasures. And the hungry do   
receive. They receive treasures now, and they receive a reward in the end when I see what 
they gathered and brought home. 
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Expediency and Time awareness 

 (Vision of a lamb being cared for) 

Expediency and Time awareness—I lead you to rest beside the still waters, and then up we go, back 
on your feet again. For time waits for none. God’s got this world on His schedule and all will be done 
according to the plan. 

Up we go again, once more at the fight. You have been restored, in body, mind and spirit. And now 
we must reach that other side. Let’s go.  

I see you are limping. Something has gotten stuck in your foot. That’s why the fever and the need to 
rest. We’ll turn off for a while until that gets fixed up and removed. It will, in the end, make the            
journey go faster if we stop to have healing time before carrying on. You’ll be able to then skip,    
rather than limp haltingly along.  

Thorns and brambles that lodge in your foot are sometimes hard to detect until you are up and 
walking and can feel the pain with every step. They can be hard to remove too, if they have worked 
their way in deeply from the daily carrying on, adding weight to the foot. You can’t just ignore these 
issues, but must get help. 

Maybe if you hadn’t taken that side path in the thoughts of your mind you wouldn’t have gotten 
pricked. Maybe if you’d stayed a whole lot closer to the King you might have missed out on this 
deep wound that now needs fixing.  

But up we’ll go now to the rock of healing. I’ll place you there while Doctor Jesus takes His tools and 
works on your sore and hurting foot. It won’t be easy, and the pain will seem unkind. But it’s all to 
make your walk better and easier. 

He would love to only give you good times all your life, and maybe a whole lot more of those kinds 
of times are more likely to happen the closer you now stay by His side. But he can’t just let things 
like this go on. He cares about you. So just close your eyes and let it be done unto you.  

Once the thorn has been dislodged, then comes a time of cleansing and healing. You’ll be up on 
your feet again before the day is over. I’m glad for that. For my job is to keep you on track and            
making it to your destination. 

Maybe next time I see you start to stray I won’t let the thorns get the better of you. Instead I’ll do 
my job of pricking you, pricking your conscience, and using a bit of technique to keep you from 
straying. That would speed up our journey. 

So if you feel a bit of pain of heart or mind, maybe it’s to keep you from straying. Maybe it’s to keep 
you on track and so we waste less time. It’s not because I like to poke and prod but because you and 
I have a job to do, and it will take effort to make it on time.  

What roads tempt you to walk down them? Roads of self-pity, which is the opposite of praise.  

What is praise? Praise is saying, “I love You, Jesus more than these—any of these things that try to 
move me.” 

Praise is controlling the waves and the wind of your emotions’ sea. It’s the weapon used to calm 
and control your soul. 

Praise doesn’t get uptight when things don’t go your way, but sees the good, the better that is being 
done—even if it is to your own hurt. Praise is glad that good is being done. 

I love you sweetheart. Let’s keep going, faster and faster, because of the shield and weapon of 
praise.  
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Under the waterfall of My love 
 

Come on under sweet virgin of Jesus! Yes, strip off the outer garments of pride and self 
and come stand under this waterfall of Love. It’s cold, it’s hot, it’s refreshing, it is a lot of 
different things to different brides. And it will be unique to you My dearest love, My       
precious jewel. Let the rush and thrill of My gushing torrent crash over you and make of 
you a new creature this year.  
Come on, don’t be shy, take My hand and let Me pull you in and under the flowing current 
pouring straight out from the throne of God, the very pinnacle of Our love, from the   
Heavenly City of Love itself. Don’t worry, whoever is watching won’t care, they are naked 
themselves, so how should they care. We are all naked here under the waterfall of My 
love. No self, no image, nothing of the worldly ways of man clings on us, for the waterfall 
of God’s love has washed us every whit clean.  
The clothing of pride and self will wash away, forever a thing of the past, as My waterfall of 
Word cascades from head to toe.  
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Send the seeds like rain 

More from the “Seeds of David”: Michael the Arc Angel 

The wars going on are fierce and widespread, and that’s why we need more seeds going 

out. Seeds are swords that slay the serpents that bite to kill the faith of people the world 

over. (Like the fiery serpents in Moses’ day.) 

You are in the weapons factory and sending out swords to slay the serpent and to defend 

the faith of people. You are helping us fight by sending out seeds of the Word of God. It’s 

your part in the war effort.  

Seeds suck the life out of satan and bring his crumbling system to collapsing point. Send 

the seeds like rain, many little seeds, scattered to others, who can send them yet to others.  
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Crystal ball lamp 

Spirit helper speaking:  Beloved, I’m so grateful to be on Heaven’s team with you. I hold 

you near to my heart. This means I love you very dearly, and give myself to serving you for 

our Lord. Love costs, yes, but I let myself love and care dearly.  

Wanna see something new? I’m holding a treasure here in my hands to show you. It’s 

something we can share, since you and I are a team. It’s a lamp, and when you look into it 

you see visions. It’s a light that shows us things. It’s got a round sphere, crystal kind of ball 

covering on it.  

We look into it, and it shows us visions of what is to come, way into the future. Beautiful 

things. It’s like a mini 3D video display, but it’s primarily a lamp. See, it shows the way, not 

on a path, but the way into the future. God’s Word is a lamp that shows the way into the 

future.  

We hold it between us. I share it with you, and you get to see what’s inside of it. Together 

we look through the glass of the Word and let God’s mind enlighten us, and we enjoy    

seeing what the future holds.  

At first it looked like to you that I was holding a little baby duckling. That was to give the 

impression that it’s something soft, like gentle lighting, to be held onto carefully, and also 

that it’s alive, for this light has the power and light and spirit of God in it. Like the wheels 

on the chariot that Ezekiel saw had life and spirit, so does this lamp of God that we share 

together. 
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Hear the melodic heavenly chimes 

(It seemed they were singing this. Or most of this. Each part was a new voice, female and 

male taking turns.) 

Angels singing/ speaking:  

Stay open and on Heaven’s channel to hear the chimes. Ding, Ding, they ring. Hear the  

melodic crystal sounding chimes that sing their way right into your heart and mind, lifting 

you above whatever you are thinking and feeling and bringing your mind and thoughts 

closer this way into the Heavenly atmosphere. 

Don the garments of light, and you will feel so bright. Let the light envelop you and thrill 

you. Be clothed with God’s garments today. 

Place on your head a crown with a pearl that you never put down. This pearl is your love 

for your Master, Lord, and King; the crown is the life eternal He promises and which He 

daily renews out of love for you.  

There is nothing our Saviour can’t do; there’s nothing His power can’t pull you through. 

And with Heaven’s power at your side, you ride and conquer; you run, fight, and do. 

Heaven’s at your command, ready for action. Where will you go and who will you bring 

light to today? Whose heart will be enlightened because you listened to the chimes? 
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We will cherish the gains 

More from the “Seeds of David”: Guardian Angel 

We are going to have a lot of fun one of these days “when the war is over and the world is 

free” and we look back over the victories won. Now it’s a fight, but then we can enjoy and 

really cherish the gains. You’ll know so many more things than you do now, and that will 

make it easier for me to speak with you. Since there is lots still hidden behind the veil, and 

lots of secrets not yet for your ears and eyes, it can make communicating a bit less 

“flowing”, as there’s so many things that I see you shouldn’t know just yet. 

But when we are again in the Kingdom of our Saviour and Lord, and have a clearer view 

and more knowledge, and have many victories under our belt, we’ll have some fun relaxing 

times. It’s good to take a moment to glance, every now and then, away from the current 

battle field, and all the tears and toil, and look to the horizon, the glorious place we’ll be in 

soon. 

Take courage, for though the time seems long at present and grievous, “Nevertheless, 

afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruits of righteousness.” 

Lots of lessons, lots of toil, and mostly a whole lot of misunderstanding, but soon the way 

will clear, and you won’t see darkly any more. Then I’ll take you in my arms, and kiss you, 

embrace you, and we’ll walk into victory land. It’s going to be worth every bit of our                

sacrifice and struggles now. I can assure you. 
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Angels collecting gifts for Jesus 

(Jesus speaking: ) Fear not these testings and these tryings. You are being made white, and 
not everything will feel good and right, nor will you like everything others do. Questions 
abundant will be part of you, as you feel your way through life. It’s like you are blind in 
many ways, and have to get your leading from those who can see; who know what end is 
up and what is down, and where to go from here. 

There are few battles that you will truly understand why and how. So why this is an issue 
for you, remains a mystery. Giving when it doesn’t feel fun is actual giving. It’s a surrender 
thing.  

As you keep surrendering to My will in this, and not holding a grudge against Me, showing 
trust, is a treasure to Me. I need to test your faith to obey even when you don’t seem to be 
blissfully happy doing so.  Sometimes angels come around to collect or receive a gift that 
they can pass on to Me. 

In faithfully loving, and trusting in Me for making the situation so, even if you think that 
because I love you it doesn’t seem right that I would make something hard, yet you push 
that aside and trust Me anyway; that is a gift. 

Dear angel friend gave Me that gift that he was able to gather. It’s no gift if you just have a 
pleasant time with a companion, but when through a few tears you surrender and yield 
and even pray for the good of the other, then I take notice. And when I take notice, this is a 
good thing. That means I write it in My book of remembrance that I keep about you. Things 
that I remember, My notebook memories, those things in my “diary” that have to do with 
you, are then repaid to you or something happens about them. 

You wonder why some calendar dates, or things you said years ago, are remembered by 
Me, even things that occurred long ago and you have long forgotten them? Then suddenly 
something happens to do with it. It’s because it was noted in my “book of remembrance”. 
Not everything goes in there, and that’s why there are those things that are and will be 
“forgotten”.  

But surrendering to give love is something of value. And if angels help to bring about 
something that is noteworthy, something I take note of and jot down to do something 
about it later, or just to muse on it later to give Me joy, this gets them in the “good books” 
too, and their deeds and feats and victories are noted as well. These are compiled and     
added to their files of things they helped to do, and thus things they can be called on to do. 

You think going to battle is and always has been a fun job? You are the tool, the weapon of 
love. You become a weapon of brotherhood. The weapon feels the blows and gets used, 
yes. But the hand of the one using this weapon is grateful for this tool. And so are the    
angels glad to have the tool of “Charity” to use to keep *others+ thriving and making                    
progress.  
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The love of Heaven in a fairy bottle 

(Spirit helper: ) Delightfully loving you is what I do. I love you inside and out, and all over. I 

am spread over, sent in, pushed through, over and on, up and down, and all around. There 

isn’t a part of you that I can’t touch with a tender touch of Heavenly love and goodness. 

I’m a fairy of goodness, or a goddess of faith that brings you what you need to be uplifted, 

with sparkles of gold flowing through the air, and floating flowers dancing, and swirling 

vapours, cloths of peace to wrap up hurts; with ointment that has been rubbed all over me 

to then spread and smooth and rub it all over you. Together we become one and you are 

made every whit whole. 

I cherish you. I come to you. I love with you. I need you. I want you. I wish to make you feel 

so very good. One day at a time you are given renewal and endurance. I am the love of 

Heaven in a fairy bottle. When I am rubbed with Heaven’s elixir then I come, I come and 

spread all over you. I am poured out, and I rub this into your soul, and on your body as 

well. I touch every part of your soul. 

I am your Saviour’s love in a practical vessel that can anoint and bring a spark of life to  

every part of your body, and thus your soul. I love you. 

I’m spreading some on to you today. You don’t have to worry if you’ll have the stamina to 

keep on going, day after day, one hour at a time. I take care of that.  
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Rare perfume 

(Lochnan speaking: ) I have a rare perfume and it rains out of its vial like you would see salt 

from a shaker.  

When I sprinkle your heart and mind with this, something happens. New passage ways are 

opened that have been closed to others and to you. They were always there, but you 

weren’t open to receive the knowledge that the new opening will now bring you.  

Just as pores on a body can open or shut, so do some passage ways of the spirit open more 

when the right substance is applied. 

I sprinkle, for this reminds you of the sprinkling of our Saviour’s sacrifice to cleanse sinners 

and to bring them in closer to His fellowship.  

When this perfume lands on your heart and mind, it melts. It spreads; it does its job. It 

seeps in; it opens—like how a nostril feels when open at last. When the blockage from a 

sickness that stops up the flow of air is opened, oh how great the air feels and how healed 

and refreshed the soul feels. 

It’s not the perfume that I humbly apply that makes your soul feel alive and well, but         

rather the breath of the spirit of the Lord that can now come in, more in full, that brings 

life. I am but as a vessel, a tool, an aid. I use humbly what our Lord commands, and then 

He does the job of bringing refreshing. 
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Beautiful is the gift of loving 

More from the “Seeds of David”: Aphrodite 

Beautiful is the gift of loving. It’s something that can only be given. It’s a gift. And once it is 
given, it is meant to be poured out again. People get the mistaken idea that love is          
something to hold. But you can hold love as easily as you can air. If you try to hold in a 
breath of air for too long, it gets uncomfortable, doesn’t it? So it is when love is kept in and 
kept to one’s self. Love can only be received and must be given away.  

Why? Because it’s from God, and that is His nature—always moving, interacting, and out 
pouring, and never withholding.  

So if you need more love in your vessel to do a better job for your King, remember that it 
comes from above. That’s the storehouse for it.  

It’s not like people have a generator that can make electricity. People think that since love 
can be felt and shared with one another, that being together will help generate love,         
without any Upward involvement. But people are not generators of love unless they have 
an Upside source pouring it into them. 

So this being the case, you don’t actually have to have a soul around to feel God’s love       
filling you and making you feel love for others too.  It can happen without your consent—
the outpour of love into your being.  

So if you need to have an “oil up” of love for someone, or they for you, to make things go 
better, tap into the source. Ask for it from the true generator of love. And I or someone like 
me might be sent to your heart or the heart of another, as a sort of “dispenser” or vial of 
love. 

Just think, the things that are so “spiritual” to you there, that can’t be seen and touched 
but are from God, are in actuality real and tangible things on this side of the veil or at least 
here you will have the spiritual senses to see and feel them as real things.  

Love can be used as an “uncracking” element too. And that’s what your dear heart fears. 
Like a seed soaked can burst its skin and the water seeps in; or like a nut is cracked and can 
then be appreciated, so can the liquid of love open up people’s hearts and minds. Then 
more growth can occur. And this can sometimes be rather painful, for one might wish to 
keep closed and safe; safe from new feelings or new interactions. Safe from prying eyes 
getting a glimpse into something less-than-perfect within the shell of one’s heart. 

But into the water you go, dropped in to soak, and then pop, you open up and begin to 
grow in new ways.  

Get ready for spring. It will bring new blossoms in your soul in ways you haven’t yet       
predicted. 
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To climb a little higher 
 
Lydia:  We love you, dearest, and only want the best for you. Sometimes you don’t see it as 
the best, sometimes the carnal reasoning and selfish, self-serving, please yourself now  
attitudes come in. But none the less we love and try to get you to go the right way. And 
you are, love, you are. It is just that every day you must give a little more, go a little                   
further, climb a little higher. Some days it’s not a little, but a lot. We love you so much. And 
it hurts us to see you cry inside. But we know what the end result is if we continue to 
squeeze and crush you, so we cannot let up—even if at times it hurts us as well. Just as you 
cannot stop making the videos—even when you feel you want to quit; there is this driving 
force in your heart that pushes you to continue. That is what it is like for us. You are our 
ministry. And we will not stop, we will not put down our crown—you. Because if you fail, 
we fail. And if you triumph, then we also triumph! You are our child, in some respects. And 
we are determined to see you grow and fully mature into a spiritual adult. We are                   
determined to see you win, conquer, and overcome. We want most of all to see you there 
at the marriage, standing with Godly pride, knowing that you did what you were supposed 
to do. That is our greatest wish, my love, to be able to present you to your Bridegroom as a         
faithful, unspotted, virgin Bride—fully ready to be wed to the King of Kings!  


